TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of August 4th and August 11th (as of 8.7.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of August 4th and August 11th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF AUGUST 4TH (as of 7.30.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Finales
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE (Season 1) – Tuesday, August 4
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA (Season 7) – Friday, August 8

Special Episodes
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Friday, August 8

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4

9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “GRAVITY DEFYING CAKES”
Competition is turned on its head, as the bakers have to create gravity defying cakes. As if keeping these cakes upright isn't difficult enough, teams will also learn these cakes will head to the Rachael Ray show. Will the pressure get the best of them?

10:00PM ET/PT
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE – “PRINCE STREET CAFÉ & BAKERY”
Dana opened her bakery as a tribute to her Grandfather’s bakery in the North End of Boston, where she spent many of her early days. But Buddy finds the tribute lacking in both taste and consistency. Is the problem the recipes or Dana or both?

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 6

9:00PM ET/PT
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE – “RACHEL MCADAMS”
Rachel and Kayleen McAdams discover an English ancestor surrounded by a privileged world, but forced to separate from those he loved; they connect with relatives uprooted by war, and uncover the harrowing circumstances behind their Canadian roots.
10:00PM ET/PT
**WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE – “GWYNETH PALTROW”** (Episode Encore/TLC Premiere)
Gwyneth Paltrow goes on a quest to discover her roots on both sides of her family. Her journey leads her to an exotic island, revealing disturbing truths. Before her search ends, she experiences a spiritual revelation she never would have imagined.

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 7**

8:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “GIRL POWER”**
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Jessica broke up with her boyfriend, so she and her best girlfriend Carle decide they will be each other’s Prom date. Tensions rise between Anna and June over the wedding details. The family also throws Anna a surprise wrestling themed wedding shower.

8:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “TROUBLE IN PARADISE”**
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – The girls think Sugar Bear and Mama June's love needs some shakin’ up. An anniversary couples massage does the trick in more ways than one. Anna's wedding nears as the bridesmaids dress sizes cause drama, but Anna's about to drop an even bigger bomb.

9:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “AIN’T GONNA LEAVE ME”**
Wedding prep increases and June tries to take control of the final decoration plans. Sugar Bear and pals take Michael fishing to initiate him into manhood, but only after he and Alana give taxidermy a try. A final picnic leaves June holding onto Anna.

10:00PM ET/PT
**LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “I LOVE YOU, BRA”**
Leah asks Angelo to secretly follow Sofia on her Sacramento class trip to make sure she’s safe; meanwhile, Leah and Vicki teach Shannon how to be a better wife.

10:30PM ET/PT
**LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “ALL UP IN YOUR GRILL!”**
Leah is upset that she doesn’t have a signature dish at Vivian’s; so she decides to have a cooking competition with the family to see who gets the next special on the menu.

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 8**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “CURVES AND CURVEBALLS”**
Bride Zelda must win over her family after revealing she got engaged over the phone and hasn’t seen her fiancé in 12 years; after losing 50 pounds, bride Emma debates buying an even smaller gown and losing more weight before her big day.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “TIMES ARE A’ CHANGING”**
Second time bride LaToya wants to walk down the aisle in a gown that puts her in the spotlight. Former pageant queen Maggie struggles to leave behind her blingy dress past. And bride Kristina returns with a circle of support for an emotional ceremony.

10:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – “PATTI-ANNE”
Patti-Anne is planning her big day in the Bahamas where she hopes to look like a mermaid emerging from the sea! But even her high spirits take a dip when issues arise thousands of miles away, and her worst nightmare comes true: the wrong dress arrives!

SATURDAY, AUGUST 9

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “DR. EPI” (TLC Encore / Discovery Fit & Health Premiere)
A patient arrives with paralysis in her legs, which spreads up to her arms; a boy is crushed by an ATV and the hospital doesn’t have the right tools to treat him; a doctor accidentally injects herself with epinephrine while trying to save a patient’s life.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 10

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: ON THE ROAD – “LAS VEGAS II”
Theresa's still on the road, surprising fans in Las Vegas! Theresa must scramble when the woman she’s come to surprise with a reading shows up early. Afterwards the Caputo family hikes the Vegas desert and tries indoor skydiving. Later, even Theresa gets a surprise when a woman's deceased son makes his presence known during a reading.

10:00PM ET/PT
ESCAPING ALASKA – “HOSTILE HOSTEL & HOLLYWOOD BOUND”
Despite attempts to cleanse the hostel of bad energy, disagreements erupt between two in the family, leading others to try to bring both sides together in peace. But will it blow up in everyone's face? Meanwhile, Tamara follows her dreams to Hollywood.

WEEK OF AUGUST 11TH (as of 8.7.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Finales
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO (Season 2) – Thursday, August 14
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE (Season 1) – Thursday, August 14

Season Premieres
FOUR WEDDINGS (Season 5) – Friday, August 15

TUESDAY, AUGUST 12
9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “SEXIEST CAKES ALIVE”
Cakes will be getting the special treatment this week as the teams are competing for a chance to be featured in People Magazine in celebration of their 40th birthday. The stakes are higher than ever when the bakers learn that every cake needs a moving element.

10:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “WOW CAKES”
Teams will have to wow the judges as they must bake their best cakes and desserts for the Cake Boss Café in New York’s Time Square. And to throw an extra wrinkle into the mix, Buddy brings back a past eliminated group for redemption. Only the top three will move on.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13

9:00PM ET/PT
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE – “VALERIE BERTINELLI”
Valerie Bertinelli goes on the hunt to unlock her family’s mysteries. She tracks down courageous ancestors who suffered through hardship and tragedy, and discovers a royal lineage dating back centuries that she never dreamed possible.

10:00PM ET/PT
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE – “BROOK SHIELDS” (Episode Encore/TLC Premiere)
Brooke Shields explores the two sides of her divided family. On one branch she uncovers a family mystery that helps her understand a lifetime of resentment; and on the other, her search leads centuries back in time where she finds the shock of her life.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 14

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “AIN’T GONNA LEAVE ME”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Wedding prep increases and June tries to take control of the final decoration plans. Sugar Bear and pals take Michael fishing to initiate him into manhood, but only after he and Alana give taxidermy a try. A final picnic leaves June holding onto Anna.

9:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “ANNABAMA”
In this one-hour season finale, June's control over Anna’s wedding boils over only days before the big day. A quirky party distracts Anna, but leads to a bit of awkwardness. The long-awaited wedding is only the prelude though, as the new family packs up and kisses Georgia goodbye.

10:00PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “LET'S GET CAMPY, PART I”
When Leah proposes a “girls road trip,” Vicki suggests that they go camping instead. Leah is hesitant about the idea but agrees under the condition that they rent an RV for the trip. Meanwhile, the men plan to spend their time alone having a “mancation.”

10:30PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “LET'S GET CAMPY, PART II”
Leah and the girls of the family are pleased to discover that instead of roughing it in the wilderness they will be glamour camping, or “glamping.” Back at home, the men miss the girls and decide to give them a visit.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15

9:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS – “…AND A FLYING TRAPEZE”
Kari’s wedding starts with her 50-foot descent from the ceiling, while Briana floats into her ceremony on a canoe. Monica bartends and offers signature tattoos at her backyard soiree, while Karen’s guests get horse and carriage rides at her farm nuptials.

10:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS – “…AND A CHORK”
Laura Ann takes pictures in the end zone at her football stadium nuptials, while Lauren dances to her groom’s tunes at her whiskey distillery affair. Elizabeth’s wood theme is evident in her cake, while Captain Jen’s theme is shown in red, white and blue.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 16

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “I HATE DOCTORS” (TLC Encore / Discovery Fit & Health Premiere)
A hospital worker feels like she’s dying, but doctors can find nothing wrong; a physician’s young son is a patient in her own ER, demanding her attention while she’s trying to treat others; and a woman’s hobby of wild mushroom picking sends her to the ER.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 17

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Theresa nervously prep’s for her first colonoscopy. Will she go through with it or chicken out? Then, a man hopes to connect with his deceased wife. And later, Theresa helps a woman move forward after the loss of her mother in a tragic car accident.

9:30PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Larry is participating in a charity motorcycle run, but a stubborn Theresa is too scared to ride on the back of his bike. Also, at a group reading a woman’s parents come through with amazing validations. Later, Theresa reconnects a man who blames himself for his son’s death.

10:00PM ET/PT
ESCAPING ALASKA – “MAKEOVER & MAKE UP”
The native Alaskans decide to shed their traditional Eskimo style and get makeovers and new confidence. Tension builds between Q and Nuala, and unsettling news from home leads to anxiety for a few about leaving their families.